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In this issue:
• GHQ1 - What is important.
• GHQ5 - When to submit.
• Getting your new Recruit onto
the Roll.
• Provincial Stats July 2019/
20/21

• Percentage New Members
Stats July 2019/ 2020 & 2021

The Purpose of the Newsletter
The purpose of this newsletter is to provide specialised
information to members of Platinum Province regarding
all things Membership.

Any queries/ questions may be addressed to the
Provincial Recruiting Officer, Moth Jimmy at:
083 307 8384 or Platinumrecruits2019@gmail.com

Completing the GHQ1 - What is important: While the
personal details such as ID number, email phone numbers are key requirements, it is the “Military Service Details” and the “Operational / Border Duty Details” section that will assist in qualifying the prospective member.
It must be completed as detailed as possible. Any Operations, camps and callups must be included to assist in
determining whether they qualify. This section is to be
completed in conjunction with Annexure B of the GSO’s
to clarify under which clause they qualify to join the
Order.
The “Declaration by the Applicant” is the second most
vital component of the application and it is important that
the Applicant understands its contents. It is in effect an
affidavit that provides a binding oath that the Applicant
acknowledges the Order’s requirements and that they do
qualify to join the Order.

“It is and remains the
responsibility of the Shellhole
to ensure their members are
on their Nominal Roll…”
GHQ5 - When to submit.
Once the new recruit has been
installed by the Shellhole, the
completed “Confirmation of New
Member / Recruit Initiation” form
(GHQ5) along with the signed
GHQ1 and attachments as well as
proof of Capitation Fees paid to the
next Senior Unit is submitted up the
Line.

Getting your new Recruit onto the Roll

•

On receipt of the application, the Provincial Recruiting
Officer will validate the submission and confirm the receipt of Capitation Fees in the Provincial accounts.

A fully completed and signed GHQ1
with any attachments (ID & Proof of
Service).

•

A fully completed and signed GHQ5

•

Proof of Capitation Fees paid to
Province (Not Shellhole or District)

The Provincial Recruiting Officer will only add the new
member onto the MOTH Member Management System
and generate a membership number once the following
conditions are met and on receipt of the following:

These Documents are to be mailed as
a complete pack to Moth Jimmy for
action, not peace meal.
Only then will the new member be
added.

Provincial Membership Stats July 2019/ 2020 & 2021
The graph below shows the final state of members during the respective yearends where cleanups of
Nominal Rolls occurred. Interesting to note that the only Unit to show constant growth between 2019
and 2021 is Lowveld District and Turbi Hills with South Eastern Transvaal and West Rand District being level during 2019 and 2020.

Percentage New Members Stats July 2019/ 2020 & 2021
The graph below shows the final state of New Recruits during the respective yearends who were
added to the respective Nominal Rolls.

Wrapping Up:
As this is the kickoff edition, I’ll start with some basics and some nice FYI. Any suggestions are welcome to
help make this as informative and useful as possible. We will continue to reflect on the documentation
process to ensure we all become versed in it.
Should the newsletter be a monthly or a quarterly edition? Let me know your thoughts.
In the next edition, we will cover eligibility to join the Order as per the current Annexure B. We will try and
clarify some misnomers currently being experienced. Note this does not cover the proposed changes to the
way forward for the Order. We will also touch on the role of the sponsor and how they affect the joining
process.

Watch out for the invites to the upcoming Zoom sessions where you may touch sides and discuss
common problems online with me.

Until then, be safe and be responsible out there!
Happy recruiting!!!

Moth Jimmy Frieslaar

